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Inverse design of compounds that have simultaneously ferroelectric and Rashba cofunctionality
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Cofunctionality—the coexistence of different (possibly even contraindicated) properties in the same
compound—is an exciting prospect that never fails to deliver interesting surprises, as in transparent while elec-
trically conducting compounds, topological insulators having Rashba spin split bands, or electrically conducting
while thermally insulating (thermoelectric) compounds. Here we study a cofunctionality of ferroelectricity and
Rashba effect that combines the directional helical spin-polarization characteristic of the energy bands of bulk
Rashba compounds with the existence of two opposite electric polarization states, characteristic of atomic
displacements in displacive ferroelectrics. Flipping of the ferroelectric polarization (e.g., via an applied electric
field) would result in the reversal of the Rashba spin polarization. However, thus far, only very few (essentially
one) compounds have been found to be ferroelectric Rashba semiconductors (FERSCs), e.g., GeTe (R3m). In this
paper, we propose a general strategy for the identification of compounds that possess cofunctionalities and apply
it to perform an inverse design, finding compounds that simultaneously have ferroelectricity and Rashba spin
splitting. The inverse design combining functionality f1 with f2 involves definition and utilization of causal
factors that enable the said functionalities, and involves three steps: (1) screening materials that satisfy the
enabling DPs common to the two functionalities f1 and f2; (2) filtering the materials according to DPs that
are unique to each of the individual functionalities f1 and f2; and (3) by using the ensuing two compound lists
of compounds C( f1) and C( f2) identifying the intersection between them, i.e., compounds C( f1, f2) possessing
simultaneous f1 and f2. Based on this process, we design 52 atomic combinations not suspected to be FERSCs
that were previously synthesized. Of these 52 compounds, we find 24 FERSCs that are thermodynamically stable
(i.e., reside on the convex hull) and, at the same time, feature larger spin splitting (large than 25 meV). These
include BrF5 (Cmc21), TlIO3 (R3m), ZnI2O6 (P21), LaTaO4 (Cmc21), Tl3S3Sb (R3m), Sn2P2Se6 (Pc), and
Bi2SiO5 (Cmc21) that have Rashba spin splitting of 31, 57, 111, 40, 90, 67, and 76 meV, respectively. Density
functional theory calculations illustrate the reversal of the spin texture when the electric polarization is flipped.
This paper validates a general approach for the search of other cofunctionalities based on causal enabling design
principles rather than uncovering machine correlations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The traditional approach to discovering new functional
materials based on combinations of guided chemical intuition
with laboratory trial and error has been recently supple-
mented by material design based on quantum mechanics.
Many compounds that have never been synthesized before
have recently been predicted to be stable and synthesizable
[1–8], dozens of which have actually been made and tested.
This approach offers advantages over intuition-driven ex-
perimental explorations that generally involve searching for
the right properties in the chemical neighborhood of known
classes of materials, a process unlikely to frequently result
in unexpected discoveries. Theoretically identifying materials
with a given functionality f is often done via direct ap-
proaches: Given the identity of a compound in terms of its
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atomic identities, composition, and structures (ACS), com-
pute the property of interest for as many ACS as possible
[5,6,9]. One then sifts through the results looking for a target
compound with a desired functionality; the resulting target
compounds will be referred to as C( f ). Successful identifi-
cation of ACS with a given single functionality based on this
“direct approach” includes the prediction of two-dimensional
(2D) materials [10,11], topological insulators [12–14], and
ferroelectric materials [15–17]. The data obtained from such
direct calculations or measurements can also be used in ma-
chine learning, thereby providing an interpolation formula
(in terms of phenomenological features) for the property of
compounds not directly calculated via quantum mechanics
[18].

Such computational searches can have their own limita-
tions, working best for identifying a material with single
target functionality but not when target mult i f unct ionalit ies
are needed. Indeed, sometimes one wishes to find materials
having simultaneously more than one target functional-
ity. Compounds with n simultaneous functionalities will be
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referred to as C( f1, f2, . . . , fn). Examples of known bifunc-
tionalities ( f1 and f2) include Rashba spin splitting (RSS) and
topological insulators [19], ferroelectric ferromagnets [20,21],
transparent and conducting compounds [22–24], or electrical
conductors that are thermal insulators (i.e., thermoelectrics)
[25,26]. The use of the above noted direct approach might be-
come intricate for multiple target functionalities in a broad set
of materials. An alternative approach is the inverse design that,
unlike the direct approach, starts with the establishment of the
target property and searches for the ACS that delivers them.
Unlike machine learning that does not necessarily look for
causal relations, in inverse design one establishes design prin-
ciples (DPs) based on specific causal physical mechanisms
of the relevant properties (rather than phenomenological fea-
tures), followed by screening of compounds based on these
physical models [27–29]. This approach can be generalized
more easily to multifunctionalities by explicitly establishing
the cross between the individual causal models underlying
each functionality.

In the present paper we illustrate the inverse design ap-
proach based on causal physical models used as filters for
seeking compounds that are simultaneously ferroelectric and
Rashba semiconductors (FERSCs). This cofunctionality could
provide a platform for the much sought electrical control of
spin-polarized states [30]. The potential significance of this
cofunctionality is based on the observations that (a) the spin
texture in Rashba bands depends on the direction of the elec-
tric dipole and (b) the electric dipole and, hence, the electric
polarization in ferroelectric materials can be controlled (i.e.,
switched) by an external electric field [31]. Consequently, a
material combining both functionalities will be able to reverse
the Rashba spin texture by applying external electric fields.
To date, the coexistence of ferroelectricity and Rashba effects
near the band edges in the same compound is extremely
rare. Theoretical predictions of FERSCs focus on oxides with
heavy cations, e.g., Bi2WO6 (Fmm2) [32], BiAlO3 (P4mm)
[33], SrBiO3 (P21/n) [34], hexagonal ABC compounds with
LiGaGe structure [35,36], hybrid metal halide perovskites
CH3NH3PbI3 (I4cm) [37,38], two-dimensional AgBiP2Te6

(P3) [39], and strained PbTiO3 [40], or heavy anion chalco-
genides such as SnTe (R3m) [41–43]. However, the Rashba
bands originating from heavy cation orbitals are often not
positioned energetically at the valence- or conduction-band
edges (because cation orbitals are not usually there) [32,44].
Furthermore, heavy anion chalcogenides such as SnTe have
a relatively small experimentally measured band gap of 0.33
eV [45]. In fact, GeTe (R3m) is the only experimentally
verified three-dimensional (3D) FERSC [30,46,47] to have a
large Rashba coefficient of 4.9 and 2.5 eVÅ in the valence-
band maximum (VBM) and the conduction-band minimum
(CBM) [19], respectively, and a (experimental) band gap
of ≈0.61 eV [45]. In two-dimensional ferroelectric Dion-
Jacobson perovskites, the Rashba coefficient and spin splitting
have experimentally been confirmed to be 4.9 eVÅ and 85
meV, respectively [48].

Each functionality, as shown in Fig. 1, is enabled by de-
sign principles that are either identical with the DPs that
enable other functionalities [“common DPs”—see the first
three items enabling Rashba and ferroelectricity in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b), respectively] or unique to that functionality [unique

FIG. 1. Design principles (a, b) and their consequences (c, d)
for the Rashba effect and for ferroelectricity. In (c), the spin tex-
ture is represented by red and blue. The Rashba spin splitting and
momentum offset are represented by ER and kR, respectively. The
bulk Rashba coefficient is given by αR = 2ER/kR. Common DPs
are in purple and individual (unique) DPs in blue and red. In (d),
the double-well electric potential is schematically represented (black
line) as a function of the ferroelectric polarization. The gray atoms
in (d) are forming atomic layers that are equidistant from the green
atoms for zero polarization. The two degenerated ground states corre-
sponding to opposite ferroelectric polarization directions (PDown and
PUp) are given by opposite atomic displacements

DPs—see items a4 and a5 for Rashba in Fig. 1(a) and items
b4–b6 for ferroelectrics in Fig. 1(b)]. The essential design
concepts underlying the cofunctionality search are based on
three steps.

(1) Screen materials from a database that satisfy the en-
abling DPs common with other functionalities f1 and f2.

(2) Using the resulting list of materials that satisfy common
DPs, filter the materials according to DPs that are unique
to each of the individual functionalities f1 and f2. This step
results in two sets of compounds C( f1) and C( f2).

(3) Using the two compound lists C( f1) and C( f2), identify
the intersection between these lists, i.e., compounds C( f1, f2)
possessing simultaneous f1 and f2. If the cofunctionality re-
quires additional conditions that are not part of those enabling
the single functionalities f1 and f2, this last step would involve
the filtering of compounds based on the DPs that are unique
for the cofunctionality.

Figure 1(a) lists the enabling DPs for the bulk Rashba
effect, whereas Fig. 1(b) lists the enabling DPs for bulk
ferroelectricity. Conditions 1–3 are common to Rashba and
ferroelectrics, whereas the remaining conditions in each case
are unique to each functionality. This approach aims to design
multifunctionalities, even if these were previously synthesized
but unnoticed as possessing the required functionality.

In addition to the necessary DPs that enable the pertinent
functionalities, there might exist other DPs responsible for
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FIG. 2. Design principles and consequences of the FERSC co-
functionality. (a) The enabling conditions are the union of DPs
enabling the Rashba effect and ferroelectricity (the brown peanut is
the union of all DPs). The color code for overlapping and unique
DPs is the same as specified in Fig. 1. (b) The consequence of this
cofunctionality is the reversal of the spin texture by flipping the elec-
tric polarization. The spin texture is represented by red and blue, and
the dipole direction is represented by the black arrow. Polarizations
up and down have opposite spin textures. (c) Optimization conditions
for specific device application: (c1) Rashba spin splitting (RSS) near
the band edges (VBM and CBM) to access the spin-polarized states
without shifting the Fermi energy, (c2) small ferroelectric energy
barrier, which enhance the ferroelectric polarization switching, and
(c3) large bandgap to avoid the large leakage currents observed in
ferroelectric/electrode interfaces.

optimizing the functionalities for certain applications. For
compounds that have both Rashba effect and are ferroelectric
(FERSCs), this could include useful targets such as requiring
that (i) the Rashba spin splitting should be located energeti-
cally near the band edges, rather than deep in the bands (so
that these states could be accessed without shifting the Fermi
energy, e.g., via doping); (ii) there should be a sufficiently
large linear-in-k spin splitting (e.g., more than 25 meV); and
(iii) the band gap should be sufficiently large, 0.5 eV for
instance (so as to prevent large leakage currents observed in
electrode-ferroelectric interfaces [49,50]). These conditions
for optimization of the cofunctionality are given in Fig. 2(c).
We do not consider here more detailed optimizations such as
spin lifetime and mobilities. We will refer to these conditions
(i–iii) as “optimizing DPs” needed for applications, being over
and beyond the essential conditions enabling the very coexis-
tence of ferroelectricity and Rashba effect (“enabling DPs”).

Our starting point is a database of 6355 compounds pre-
serving time-reversal symmetry (i.e., nonmagnetic) that have
nonzero band gaps and were previously synthesized. We have
previously extracted these 6355 nonmagnetic insulator com-
pounds [19] from the Automatic-Flow (AFLOW) database
[5] that started from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database
(ICSD) [51], finding 20 831 unique compounds with less than
20 atoms per unit cell. As shown in Fig. 3, applying DPs com-
mon to both functionalities (step 1) leaves 867 compounds;
applying next the DPs that are unique to each of the two func-
tionalities (step 2) leaves 619 and 262 potential Rashba and
ferroelectric materials, respectively. The intersection between
these two lists of compounds (step 3) leads to 199 Rashba

ferroelectric cofunctional compounds. Filtering further ac-
cording to the optimizing DPs of Fig. 2(c) with Rashba band
restricted to be at either VBM or CBM leaves 60 cofunctional
compounds with linear-in-k spin splitting, of which 47 have a
ferroelectric energy barrier less than 1 eV per atom. Using this
approach we confirm the previously known FERSC behavior
of GeTe (R3m) [47,50]. This procedure reveals a list of 52
previously synthesized compounds that were not previously
realized to be FERSCs, of which 24 FERSCs are thermody-
namically stable (i.e., reside on the convex hull). In this list of
stable compounds, we find FERSCs featuring giant spin split-
ting, i.e., as large as reported in previous works (e.g., GeTe
[50] with 4.9 and 2.5 eVÅ in the VBM and CBM, respec-
tively). For instance, BrF5 (Cmc21), TlIO3 (R3m), ZnI2O6

(P21), LaTaO4 (Cmc21), Tl3S3Sb (R3m), Sn2P2Se6 (Pc), and
Bi2SiO5 (Cmc21) have large Rashba spin splitting of 31, 57,
111, 40, 90, 67, and 76 meV, respectively. In this specific
group of materials, we find seven ferroelectric Rashba mate-
rials with Rashba coefficient larger than 2 eVÅ (PbS, TlIO3,
ZnI2O6, Tl3S3Sb, Bi2CO5, KCuBi2S4, and KIO3), which can
enhance the spin-polarization reversion. The prediction of
FERSC and novel spin-polarization effects can open the way
for novel device applications, also establishing a standard
inverse design approach for the search of other cofunctionali-
ties. We hope that some or all predictions (Tables II–IV below)
will be tested experimentally.

II. DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR THE TARGET
FUNCTIONALITIES: RASHBA, FERROELECTRICITY,

AND BOTH

We now describe how the three-steps selection is done
with reference to f1 = Rashba effect and f2 = crystalline
ferroelectricity.

A. The Rashba effect: Design principles for its existence in a
bulk compound

The bulk Rashba effect is defined as the spin splitting gen-
erated by the breaking of the inversion symmetry induced by
an electric potential. Here, we discuss the bulk Rashba effect
[52,53] and not the surface or interface one. The enabling
conditions [Fig. 1(a)] for the existence of this effect in bulk
materials are [54] (a1) breaking of the inversion symmetry via
noncentrosymmetric (NCS) space group with (a2) at least one
polar atomic site and (a3) local dipoles that add up to nonzero.
In addition to DPs a1–a3 that guarantee the asymmetry of
the electric potential, and are common also to ferroelectrics,
Rashba compounds also need to have (a4) time-reversal sym-
metry (i.e., be nonmagnetic), which guarantees that the spin
texture will depend only on the electric polarization direction,
and (a5) the existence of spin-orbit coupling (SOC), required
for guaranteeing a nonzero Rashba spin splitting.

In addition to these Rashba enabling conditions, there are
some optimization conditions needed for specific applications
but not necessary for the existence of the Rashba effect. These
include RSS larger than 25 meV located energetically near
band edges, and larger Rashba coefficient, which can enhance
spin-current conversion. The consequences of the Rashba en-
abling conditions a1–a5 include nondegenerated spin bands
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FIG. 3. Materials screening based on (line 1) the overlapping of design principles enabling single functionalities, (line 2) unique design
principles for single functionalities, and (line 3) the crossing of the resulting lists. Additional design principles for the optimization of the
cofunctionality for device applications are also included in step 3.

with helical spin texture perpendicular to the asymmetric
potential, as represented in Fig. 1(c). The direction of this
spin polarization depends on the electric dipole, i.e., opposite
dipole direction leads to opposite spin-polarization direction.

Abundance of Rashba compounds

Only few compounds have been reported thus far to have
a large bulk Rashba coefficient, which is defined as the ratio
between the spin splitting ER and the momentum offset kR,
i.e., αR = 2ER/kR [Fig. 1(c)]. For this reason it has been
thought that the Rashba effect is rather rare in nature [55].
Known examples include GeTe (R3m) [30,47], BiTeI (P3m1)
[52,56], metallic PtBi2 [57], the 2D organic-inorganic halide
perovskite (C6H5C2H4NH3)2PbI4 [58], and the topological
insulator PrGe (P3m1) [59].

Based on the enabling design principles a1–a5 listed in
Fig. 1(a) and starting from the AFLOW-ICSD database con-
taining 20 831 unique compounds with less than 20 atoms
per unit cell, we have recently created a list of 199 bulk
Rashba compounds using density functional theory (DFT)
based calculations [19]. We have further shown [19] that one
can classify them to strong vs weak Rashba compounds based
on whether the Rashba bands show anticrossing (correspond-
ing to strong, i.e., αR larger than ≈1.3 eVÅ), or if there are no
anticrossing bands (corresponding to weak Rashba). This sep-
arates the 199 Rashba compounds to 165 weak and 34 strong

Rashba compounds. All were previously synthesized, but
were largely not recognized to be Rashba materials [19]. The
list of the predicted Rashba compounds is given in Ref. [19].

B. Ferroelectricity: Design principles for its existence in
compounds

Ferroelectric materials can be classified as displacive
or order-disorder [60]. Displacive ferroelectric compounds
[61,62], which are the focus of this paper, are mainly char-
acterized by a double-well potential [Fig. 1(d)] where the two
degenerated ground states have nonzero total electric polar-
ization [63]. The enabling conditions [see design principles in
Fig. 1(b)] for the existence of the displacive ferroelectricity
are (b1) noncentrosymmetric space group, (b2) the existence
of at least one polar atomic site, and (b3) the presence of local
dipoles that add up to nonzero. In addition to these condi-
tions that are identical to the enabling conditions of Rashba,
displacive ferroelectrics also must have additional enabling
conditions: (b4) a possible centrosymmetric transition state
(TS) [top of the activation barrier in Fig. 1(d)] as traditionally
considered [63,64] and (b5) a degenerate ground state with
two opposite polarization directions with (b6) a surmount-
able energy barrier (note that condition b6—a surmountable
barrier—does not mean that the barrier is necessarily small).
Conditions b1–b3 guarantee the nonzero ferroelectric polar-
ization, i.e., the density of electric dipoles, whereas conditions
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b4 and b5 guarantee the existence of the double well necessary
in displacive ferroelectrics. In ferroelectrics, the transition
state can also have multiple local motifs with nonzero local
electric polarization that add up to zero (i.e., paraelectric
structure) [65–67]. The theoretical modeling of this polymor-
phous structure requires the energy minimization with respect
to the number of atoms used to define the unit cell [68,69].
Here, we restrict condition b4 to the one-unit-cell model (i.e.,
only one centrosymmetric local motif) as traditional consid-
ered [54,55]. Additionally, nonzero band gap is usually also
referred to as a necessary condition for displacive ferroelec-
tricity; however, it has recently been found that metals can
also have spontaneous electric polarization [70].

In addition to these enabling conditions, there are some
optimization conditions needed for specific applications but
not needed for the existence of ferroelectricity. For instance,
the energy barrier is a measure of how easy it is to flip po-
larization, meaning that ferroelectric compounds with smaller
energy barriers typically require smaller switching electric
fields.

The consequences [Fig. 1(d)] of the enabling conditions
(b1)–(b6) for the ferroelectric effect include the electric con-
trol of the electric dipole. Specifically, as represented in
Fig. 1(d), the electric dipole D (–D) can be achieved by the
upward (downward) atomic displacement of a structure with
zero electric polarization (condition b5). The external electric
fields can then induce the necessary atomic deformations to
change the direction of the local electric dipoles [black arrows
in Fig. 1(d)] and, consequently, the direction of the electric
polarization.

Abundance of ferroelectric compounds

The recent direct approach search for novel ferroelectric
materials has found a rather short list of 13 oxide and two
nitride compounds [16], suggesting that the conditions re-
quired for ferroelectricity might be rare in nature. Most of the
few predicted crystalline ferroelectric materials have corner
sharing octahedra (i.e., are perovskites) formed by transition
metals and oxygen, e.g., ABO3 where A is a transition metal. It
was recently discussed why perovskites with small tolerance
factors are not ferroelectric: their coordination preferences of
the A-site cation stabilize the Pnm structure, which suppresses
the ferroelectricity observed in B-site off-centering structures
(e.g., BaTiO3 and PbTiO3) [71].

C. Design principles for coexistence of Rashba and
ferroelectricity in compounds

In Fig. 2 we illustrate the common design principle for the
individual functionalities, the unique conditions specific to the
individual functionalities, and the union of DPs represented
in a “peanut” scheme that illustrates the proposed strategy
for the identification of DPs for cofunctionalities. For FER-
SCs, the union of the two groups of design principles for the
Rashba effect [Fig. 1(a)] and for ferroelectricity [Fig. 1(b)]
leads to the design principles for their cofunctionality, i.e.,
conditions a1–a5 plus b1–b6. The common conditions are a1–
a3, identical to b1–b3. The remaining unique conditions are
time-reversal symmetry (a4), nonzero SOC (a5), barrier struc-
ture with zero polarization (b4), degenerate ground state with

opposite polarization (b5), and surmountable barrier (b6). An
interesting consequence of the enabling conditions for FERSC
is that different polarization states have opposite helical spin
polarization. This allows the reversion of the spin texture by
flipping the electric polarization. This mechanism has been
experimentally verified [72].

In addition to these FERSC enabling conditions, there are
also optimization conditions needed for applications, e.g., in
spintronic devices, but they are not necessary for the existence
of FERSC. These are listed in Fig. 2(c): Rashba spin splitting
near the band edges (VBM and CBM) (c1), large band gap
(i.e., larger than 1eV) (c2), and small ferroelectric energy
barrier (c3). A compound with these conditions allows for
the efficient reversal of the spin polarization by means of
external electric fields, as represented in Fig. 1(e). This is of
special interest for spintronic devices such as the spintronic
transistor [73].

Abundance of FERSC

There is no study to our knowledge that attempts to enu-
merate or illustrate FERSCs. GeTe (space group R3m) is the
only fabricated FERSC with large Rashba coefficients at band
edges, but it has a small theoretical band gap of ≈0.3 eV.
The natural arena for looking for FERSCs would be oxide
perovskites; however, the Rashba spin splitting at the band
edges is almost negligible (less than 1 meV) [32,40] because
the VBM is formed by the low SOC oxygen p orbital and
the CBM is composed of transition-metal d orbitals that are
perpendicular to the electric dipole.

III. METHODOLOGY FOR APPLYING THE DESIGN
PRINCIPLES TO SEARCH FOR COMPOUNDS THAT ARE

RASHBA, FERROELECTRIC, OR BOTH (FERSC)

Figure 2 indicates that for a general material to be both
Rashba and ferroelectric one needs the following: the com-
pound is noncentrosymmetric (a1, b1) with at least one atomic
polar site (a2, b2) and with local dipoles that add up to nonzero
(a3, b3), has time-reversal symmetry (a4), has nonzero SOC
(a5), has a degenerate ground state with opposite polarization
(b4), has a surmountable barrier (b5), and has a barrier struc-
ture with zero polarization (b6). In this section, we explain the
materials screening process of FERSCs based on the proposed
strategy for the identification of DPs of cofunctionalities,
namely, (1) filtering based on overlapping DPs, (2) filtering
based on mutually exclusive DPs, and (3) filtering based on
crossing DPs. These proposed steps for the screening of com-
pounds C( f1, f2) are illustrated in Fig. 3.

A. Methodology for step 1: Screen materials that satisfy the
enabling DPs common with other functionalities f1 and f2

Our starting point is a database of 6355 compounds pre-
serving time-reversal symmetry (i.e., nonmagnetic) that have
nonzero band gap (listed in the ICSD [51]), as described in
line 1 of Fig. 3. These 6355 nonmagnetic insulator compounds
were previously obtained by us [19] from the initial AFLOW-
ICSD database containing 20 831 unique compounds with less
than 20 atoms per unit cell [5]. In our previous work, we
selected compounds preserving the time-reversal symmetry
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(i.e., nonmagnetic), which results in 13 838 compounds, from
which 6355 are gapped and nonmagnetic (i.e., band gap larger
than 1 meV). As noted above [Fig. 2(a)], step 1 is the filtering
based on the common design principles (i.e., a1–a3 and b1–b3
in Fig. 1) of this initial list of 6355 nonmagnetic insulator
compounds.

Following the scheme from Fig. 3 we then have the follow-
ing steps.

(1) Find the subset of nonmagnetic gapped compounds
that has noncentrosymmetric space group with at least one
polar atomic site (filters a1 and b1 and filters a2 and b2 in
Fig. 1). We use the space group of the compounds to filter ma-
terials with NCS polar atomic sites (i.e., polar space groups).
The list of point groups with at least one polar site is given
in Table I. This gives 1018 NCS compounds with at least one
polar atomic site and another list of 5337 compounds with
either CS or NCS nonpolar space group, as represented in line
1 of Fig. 3.

(2) Find the subset of NCS polar compounds that has
nonzero electric dipole (filters a3 and b3 in Fig. 1): The can-
celation of dipoles can be geometrically determined for each
atomic site by considering vectors along the atomic bonds.
Specifically, the electron transfer given by the atomic bonding
of two different elements creates a microscopic dipole which
direction is opposite to electron transfer direction. For a given
atomic site, if all neighbor atoms were locally distributed in
such a way that the dipole vectors generated by each bonding
cancel each other, then the local atomic site dipole would
be zero, e.g., nonpolar atomic sites. This gives an intuitive
way to verify the local cancellation of dipoles using only the
atomic positions and lattice vectors. Nonzero local dipoles can
only be found in polar atomic sites. However, local dipoles
can add up to zero for first or second neighbors or be near
zero dipole for more distant atomic neighbors (e.g., atomic
distances larger than the sum of van der Waals radius for
two given elements), which can also be verified geometrically.
From the 1018 NCS nonmagnetic insulator with at least one
polar site, we identify 867 compounds with nonzero dipole
and 151 compounds in which local dipoles cancel each other.
The proposed approach based on the geometrical information
can result in false positives nonzero dipole, since the electron
dipole also depends on the specific chemical species, which
requires more exhaustive first-principles calculation. We re-
tain the 867 compounds with nonzero electric dipole for our
next step.

B. Methodology for step 2: Filter the materials according to DPs
that are unique to reach the individual functionalities f1 and f2

The second step of the searching process is the filtering
based on unique design principles (line 2 in Fig. 3). These are
enabling design principles for the single functionalities that
are not in the overlapping region shown in the peanut scheme
of Fig. 2. For FERSCs, the “unique” DPs enabling the Rashba
effect are a4 and a5 [see Fig. 1(a)], whereas the ones enabling
ferroelectricity are b4, b5, and b6 [see Fig. 1(b)]. This screen-
ing process leads to two individual lists of compounds C( f1)
and C( f2) having only one functionality ( f1 or f2).

1. Constructing a list of Rashba materials from DPs
validated by DFT

For a material that already has nonzero polarization to be
ferroelectric, one needs to fulfil only two (additional) condi-
tions: (a4) time-reversal symmetry and (a5) nonzero spin-orbit
coupling. We apply these two filters to the list of 867 NCS
polar nonmagnetic insulators with nonzero dipole obtained
from step 1. As noted above, this initial list of compounds
is nonmagnetic, meaning the compounds selected in step 1
intrinsically satisfy condition a4. Thus, condition a5 is the
only one (additional) required to filter out materials that are
potentially Rashba. For future works, it is important to note
that, in the database we used as a starting point, some false
positive nonmagnetic compounds could have been selected
[19], since AFLOW-ICSD [5] decided if a structure is mag-
netic based on a limited range of trial magnetic configurations.
The complete characterization of the magnetic state requires
more expensive calculations.

a. Find the subset of NCS nonmagnetic insulators with
nonzero dipole that have nonzero SOC [filter a5 in Fig. 1(a).]
The spin-orbit coupling induces an effective magnetic field
that preserves the time-reversal symmetry. In the phenomeno-
logical model describing the Rashba effect, the Rashba spin
splitting ER is proportional to the strength of the atomic SOC
λSOC [19,55,74], i.e., ER = aαRkR with αR = 2λSOC, a, and kR

being the Rashba coefficient, lattice constant, and momentum
offset, respectively. Almost negligible atomic SOC can be
found in elements with atomic number smaller than 30 [75].
The selection of compounds formed by at least one element
with atomic number larger than 30 leads to 619 compounds
with nonzero SOC and 238 with almost zero SOC (Fig. 3, line
2—Rashba effect panel). We retain the 619 compounds with
nonzero SOC for our next step. The spin splitting of selected
Rashba compounds is not necessarily linear in k, since we
did not consider this restriction in the filtering process. Thus,
compounds in this list can have not only linear-in-k spin
splitting [19], but also cubic [76] or high-order-in-k Rashba
terms [77].

2. Constructing a list of ferroelectric materials from
DPs validated by DFT

For a material that already has nonzero polarization, to be
a ferroelectric one needs to fulfil only three (additional) con-
ditions: (b6) the existence of a surmountable barrier, (b5) the
existence of a degenerated ground state with two opposite po-
larization directions (one for each part of the double well), and
(b6) the existence of a centrosymmetric configuration with
zero electric polarization. We then apply the three filters to the
list of 867 NCS polar nonmagnetic insulators with nonzero
dipole obtained from step 1. This initial list of compounds
intrinsically has nonzero band gap, a condition usually stated
as necessary for ferroelectricity. Since ferroelectric metals
have recently been proposed, nonzero band gap is not included
as a design principle enabling ferroelectricity [Fig. 1(b)].

The existence of two polarization states on either side
of the double well connected by atomic displacements re-
quires that the material can be adiabatically deformed into at
least one transition state configuration with a higher symme-
try space group [DP b4 in Fig. 1(b)]. These high-symmetry
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structures are traditionally assumed to have zero electric po-
larization, meaning that their space groups are CS. If the
spontaneously electrically polarized structure has lower in-
ternal energy than the CS transition state, then an energy
barrier separating opposite polarization states exists [DP b5
in Fig. 1(b)]. This barrier has to be surmountable to allow
ferroelectric properties [DP b6 in Fig. 1(b)].

a. Identify from compounds with nonzero polarization those
that can be deformed into the CS transition state [filter b4 in
Fig. 1(b)]. Among the list of 230 crystalline space groups,
as given by Table I, the CS ones have space-group numbers
(arranged into a 3D Bravais lattice): triclinic (1), monoclinic
(10–15), orthorhombic (47–74), tetragonal (83–88 and 123–
142), rhombohedral (147, 148, and 162–167), hexagonal (175,
176, and 191–194), and cubic (200–206 and 221–230). For
each nonpolar nonmagnetic insulator obtained from step 1, we
determine all the symmetry groups that can be generated only
by atomic displacements (from the original atomic positions)
and classify them into the classes defined as centrosymmetric
space groups (see Table I). The symmetry group identification
in the displacive structures is performed using the symmetry
detection algorithm of pymatgen [78] using atomic displace-
ments with steps of 0.1 Å from 0 to 2.0 Å. This procedure
classifies the initial group of 867 compounds into 373 mate-
rials with CS transition state structures and 494 compounds
without any high-symmetry CS transition state structures that
could be obtained by deforming the initial structure. We retain
the 373 materials with CS transition state structures for the
next filtering process (lines 2 in Fig. 3—ferroelectric panel).

b. Find the subset of compounds with CS transition state in
which the electric polarized structure has lower total energy
than the transition state [DP b5 in Fig. 1(b)]. The ferroelectric
structure has to be the ground state to guarantee that the com-
pound is spontaneously electrically polarized. In other words,
the CS transition state is not more stable. This condition
implies that the energy barrier (the difference in total energy
of the transition state structure and the structure with electric
polarization) is not zero. In order to examine this, we per-
form high-throughput density functional theory calculations
mapping the double well for all 373 previously selected com-
pounds with centrosymmetric transition state configuration.
The DFT calculations of the double well are performed with-
out spin-orbit coupling using Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
generalized gradient approximation [79] as the exchange-
correlation functional and the Coulomb self-repulsion on-site
term U for transition metals [80] as implemented in the Vienna
Ab-Initio Simulation Package [81,82]. All the specific settings
of the calculations (e.g., cutoff energies, k-point sampling,
and effective U parameters) were the same as those used
on the AFLOW database [5]. Based on our calculation, we
find 262 compounds out of 373 having a CS transition state
with positive barrier and thus they satisfy the conditions of
being ferroelectrics (lines 2 in Fig. 3—ferroelectric panel). We
retain these 262 potential ferroelectric materials for the next
step.

c. Subset of potential ferroelectric compounds that have
a surmountable potential-energy barrier [DP b6 in Fig.
1(b)].The energy barrier connecting the two polarization
states must be lower than the dielectric strength, which counts
for the switchability of the polarization under an external

electric field. The DFT-calculated energy barriers can only
be used as a qualitative measure indicating the possibility
of polarization flip. In a more realistic scenario, the elec-
tric polarization flip involves other effects, e.g., ferroelectric
domains, impurities, the electric response of the substrate,
and attempt frequencies. Here, we find that 196 potential
ferroelectric compounds have energy barriers smaller than
1eV/atom. Due to the used theoretical approximation (e.g.,
the PBE exchange-correlation functional), the filtering pro-
cess based on the energy barrier could exclude many possible
ferroelectric compounds. We then analyze the behavior of
the energy barrier as a condition for device applications (see
next section). Thus, the last step of the materials screening of
compounds having the cofunctionalities of Rashba effect and
ferroelectricity involves all 262 potential ferroelectric materi-
als predicted to have nonzero energy barrier.

C. Methodology for step 3: Identify compounds possessing
simultaneous f1 and f2

The third step for the identification of compounds that pos-
sess a given cofunctionality consists of the union of the DPs
enabling the individual functionalities. The crossing of DPs
is represented in Fig. 2(a) as a peanut diagram. In practice,
the overlapping region of the lists of compounds with single
functionalities corresponds to bifunctional compounds. For
the specific case of FERSCs, we compare our databases of
Rashba and ferroelectric materials constructed in step 2. This
process leads to 199 potential cofunctional compounds, 420
compounds that are only Rashba materials (i.e., these do not
have centrosymmetric transition states), and 63 compounds
that are only ferroelectric materials (i.e., these have near-
zero SOC). We retain these 199 potential ferroelectric Rashba
semiconductors for the next filtering process based on the DPs
for the optimization of the cofunctionality intended to satisfy
conditions for possible spintronic applications: (i) linear-in-k
Rashba spin splitting near the VBM and CBM band edges
(so that these states could be accessed without shifting the
Fermi energy, e.g., via doping)—DP for optimization c1 in
Fig. 2(c); (ii) small enough energy barrier to allow electric
polarization flip with relatively smaller electric fields—DP
for optimization c2 in Fig. 2(c); and (iii) not too small band
gap, say, 1 eV (which may have prevented switching of the
ferroelectric polarization due to the large leakage currents
observed in electrode-ferroelectric interfaces [49])—DP for
optimization c3 in Fig. 2(c).

1. Sort out the subsets of FERSCs that have Rashba spin splitting
at the VBM or CBM [optimization DPs c1 in Fig. 2(c)]

We evaluate the energy position of the Rashba spin splitting
in the band structure. For this purpose, we perform high-
throughput DFT calculations (using the computational setup
discussed in the previous section) of the orbital-resolved band
structure and spin texture including SOC for the 199 FERSC
candidates obtained from the crossing of DPs. We then re-
strict the materials screening to compounds with RSS at the
VBM (CBM) or less than 30 meV below (above) the VBM
(CBM). Applications also require a measurable splitting; we
then select compounds with RSS larger than 1 meV. Accord-
ing to our calculation, this filter separates the 199 FERSC
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TABLE I. Space-group indices for 3D Bravais lattices classified according to the inversion symmetry as centrosymmetric, NCS nonpolar,
and NCS polar.

Space groups for the 3D Bravais lattices

Triclinic Monoclinic Orthorhombic Tetragonal Rhomb. Hexagonal Cubic

NCS polar 1 3–9 25–46 99–110 156–161 183–186
75–82 143–146 168–173

NCS nonpolar 16–24 89–98 149–155 174, 177–182 195–199
111–122 187–190 207–220

Centrosymmetric 2 10–15 47–74 83–88 147–148 175–176 200–206
123–142 162–167 191–194 221–230

candidates in 60 compounds with RSS at the VBM or CMB
larger than 1 meV, and 139 compounds with RSS smaller
than 1 meV or far from the VBM or CBM or nonlinear-in-k
spin splitting. After this inverse design optimization process,
we retain the 60 FERSC candidates with RSS larger than 1
meV at the VBM or CMB for the next filter. Excluding the
very well-known FERSC GeTe (R3m) and seven duplicated
entries with different ICSD identifier (i.e., the same compound
obtained from different synthetization processes), the inverse
design and optimization process leads to 52 novel ferroelectric
Rashba candidates with Rashba bands at the band edges.

2. Sort out the subsets of FERSCs with RSS at band
edges that have a not too large energy barrier

[optimization DPs c2 in Fig. 2(c)]

The electric polarization flip by external electric polariza-
tion depends not only on the magnitude of the energy barrier,
but can also depend on the ferroelectric domains, impurities,
and magnitude of both polar displacement and polarization.
Thus, small energy barrier is not necessarily sufficient for
the electric polarization to be easily surmountable. In order
to give a qualitative trend in the predicted FERSC, we select
compounds with energy barrier smaller than 1 eV/atom. Ac-
cording to our DFT calculations, in the list of 60 FERSCs,
there are 47 compounds with energy barrier smaller than 1
eV/atom and 13 compounds with energy barrier larger than 1
eV/atom.

3. Sort out the subsets of FERSCs with RSS at band edges and
small energy barrier that have a not too small band gap

[optimization DPs c3 in Fig. 2(c)]

For applications, a sufficiently small band gap is neces-
sary to allow Fermi level control. In contrast, a sufficiently
large band gap is necessary to allow electric polarization flip.
FERSCs usually have small bandgaps (say 0.3 eV). We have
selected 27 predicted FERSCs that have band gap smaller
than 1 eV and 20 that have band gap larger than 1 eV. This
classification in based on the direct inspection of the DFT
band-structure calculations including SOC.

The results of the materials screening based on the pro-
posed three-step strategy are summarized in Tables II–IV.
Specifically, experimentally synthetized compounds at the
convex hull (i.e., energy above the convex hull equal to zero,
Ech = 0 meV) are in Table I, experimentally synthetized com-
pounds with energy above the convex hull (i.e., Ech > 0meV)
are in Table II, and compounds for which the experimental

details are missing are in Table III (i.e., potential FERSCs with
hypothetical structure with and without Ech = 0meV).

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE PREDICTED FERROELECTRIC
RASHBA MATERIALS

The list of compounds identified as FERSC includes
known ferroelectrics such as GeTe and also 52 previously
synthesized compounds that were previously not noted to be
Rashba materials, e.g., PbS in the Pma2 structure and BrF5

in the Cmc21 structure. These are classified in terms of the
energy above the convex hull: 24 FERSCs at the convex hull
(Table II) and 18 FERSCs with energy above the convex hull
greater than zero (Table III). Eleven compounds that are hy-
pothetical or fabricated with missing information are shown in
Table IV. We identify seven duplicated entries, which are not
presented in Tables I–IV. These and their ICSD identifiers are
Rb4CO4 (245 436), NbLiO3 (28 299, 94 493), GeTe (659 808,
659 811, 56 040), and PbS (183 249). These duplicated entries
have similar space groups and the same composition of the
compounds listed in Tables II–IV, but higher R factor. The
proposed inversed design of cofunctionalities reveals then 52
novel ferroelectric Rashba candidates with Rashba bands at
the band edges. In this section, we discuss the electric prop-
erties and spin polarization of these predicted ferroelectric
Rashba compounds.

A. Trends in predicted FERSCs

In the list of predicted FERSCs, we find compounds fea-
turing giant spin splitting, i.e., as large as in GeTe (160 meV)
[50]. Other compounds such as BrF5 (Cmc21), TlIO3 (R3m),
ZnI2O6 (P21), LaTaO4 (Cmc21), Tl3S3Sb (R3m), Sn2P2Se6

(Pc), and Bi2SiO5 (Cmc21) have large Rashba spin split-
ting of 31, 57, 111, 40, 90, 67, and 76 meV, respectively.
In this specific group of materials, we find seven ferroelec-
tric Rashba materials with Rashba coefficient larger than 2
eVÅ (PbS, TlIO3, ZnI2O6, Tl3S3Sb, Bi2CO5, KCuBi2S4, and
KIO3). However, we also find smaller RSS and ferroelectrics
with weak Rashba effect (see Tables II–IV). Additionally,
we provide the difference between the DFT internal energy
of the transition state structure with zero polarization and
the structure with electric polarization (ferroelectric barrier).
This theoretical value can be used as a qualitative measure
indicating the possibility of polarization flip. As a matter of
fact, in Table II, we only consider compounds with barriers
smaller than 1eV/f.u. In practice, the electric polarization flip
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TABLE II. Previously fabricated ferroelectric Rashba candidates on the convex hull. For each compound we present the ICSD code, energy
above the convex hull (Ech ) given by the materials project (meV/fu), polar space group (PSG) of the ferroelectric structure, centrosymmetric
space group (CS-SG) of the transition state, difference in total energy between ferroelectric structure and transition state configuration (barrier)
in meV, Rashba spin splitting (RSS) in meV, momentum offset (kR ) in Å−1, Rashba parameters (αR) in eVÅ, and R factor for refinement of the
experimental structure. Compounds with Ech = 0 are on the convex hull.

Comp ICSD Ech NCS-P SG CS-SG Barrier RSS KR αR R Ref.

GeTe 188458 0 160 (R3m) 166 (R3̄m) 19 142 0.068 4.219 0.049 [83]
Tl3S3Sb 603664 0 160 (R3m) 166 (R3̄m) 801 90 0.083 2.169 0.020 [84]
Sn2P2Se6 403097 0 7 (Pc) 14 (P21/c) 15 67 0.163 0.820 0.049 [85]
TlIO3 62106 0 160 (R3m) 166 (R3̄m) 476 57 0.052 2.184 0.025 [86]
KCuBi2S4 91297 0 36 (Cmc21) 63 (Cmcm) 542 51 0.035 2.947 0.017 [87]
BrF5 31690 0 36 (Cmc21) 63 (Cmcm) 98 31 0.127 0.484 0.184 [88]
PtF4 71579 0 43 (Fdd2) 70 (Fddd) 223 31 0.204 0.322 0.042 [89]
CsGeI3 62559 0 160 (R3m) 166 (R3̄m) 17 27 0.027 1.946 0.043 [90]
Cs2Se3 14095 0 36 (Cmc21) 63 (Cmcm) 349 25 0.109 0.460 0.086 [91]
LiNbO3 28301 0 146 (R3) 166 (R3̄m) 308 22 0.208 0.212 0.042 [92]
BaHgS2 32648 0 26 (Pmc21) 55 (Pbam) 145 19 0.094 0.414 0.088 [93]
Tl3AsSe3 15148 0 160 (R3m) 166 (R3̄m) 410 12 0.047 0.530 0.105 [94]
Cs2Te3 53245 0 36 (Cmc21) 64 (Cmce) 570 10 0.063 0.303 0.118 [95]
AsF3 35132 0 33 (Pna21) 59 (Pmmn) 460 6 0.029 0.422 0.055 [96]
Ag2S3Te 85135 0 9 (Cc) 15 (C2/c) 285 6 0.023 0.562 0.044 [97]
Ag2HgSI2 413300 0 36 (Cmc21) 63 (Cmcm) 99 6 0.034 0.345 0.057 [98]
BaAs2 414139 0 7 (Pc) 14 (P21/c) 45 6 0.037 0.307 0.082 [99]
CsPbF3 93438 0 161 (R3c) 166 (R3m) 58 3 0.074 0.323 0.020 [100]
KLaSiSe4 603185 0 4 (P21) 11 (P21/m) 35 2 0.030 0.151 0.041 [101]
BaZnF4 402926 0 36 (Cmc21) 63 (Cmcm) 153 2 0.014 0.227 0.025 [102]
KTbGeS4 409811 0 4 (P21) 11 (P21/m) 47 1 0.031 0.075 0.037 [103]
SeF2O 12110 0 29 (Pca21) 57 (Pbcm) 5465 6 0.028 0.427 0.082 [104]
Tb3GaO6 99494 0 36 (Cmc21) 63 (Cmcm) 1078 1 0.043 0.055 0.035 [105]
SrCl2O6 61157 0 43 (Fdd2) 70 (Fddd) 1046 1 0.038 0.054 0.034 [106]

TABLE III. Previously fabricated ferroelectric Rashba candidates with energy above the convex hull larger than zero. For each compound
we present the ICSD code, energy above the convex hull (Ech ) given by the materials project (meV/fu), polar space group (PSG) of the
ferroelectric structure, centrosymmetric space group (CS-SG) of the transition state, difference in total energy between ferroelectric structure
and transition state configuration (barrier) in meV, Rashba spin splitting (RSS) in meV, momentum offset (kR ) in Å−1, Rashba parameters (αR)
in eVÅ, and R factor for refinement of the experimental structure. Compounds with Ech = 0 are on the convex hull.

Comp ICSD Ech NCS-P SG CS-SG Barrier RSS KR αR R Ref.

Bi2SiO5 30995 12 36 (Cmc21) 63 (Cmcm) 9 76 0.157 0.969 0.052 [107]
CUO5 87760 6 44 (Imm2) 71 (Immm) 79 70 0.240 0.584 0.022 [108]
LaTaO4 97688 9 36 (Cmc21) 63 (Cmcm) 711 40 0.168 0.476 0.046
BiAlO3 171708 53 161 (R3c) 166 (R3̄m) 167 31 0.168 0.365 0.006 [109]
Ag5S4Sb 16987 14 36 (Cmc21) 63 (Cmcm) 133 13 0.063 0.408 0.097 [110]
Ta2O5 280397 91 5 (C2) 12 (C2/m) 61 7 0.028 0.530 0.026 [111]
Tl3AsS3 100292 10 160 (R3m) 166 (R3̄m) 521 7 0.020 0.699 0.058 [112]
BaMgF4 50227 4 36 (Cmc21) 63 (Cmcm) 467 3 0.027 0.203 0.015 [113]
KIO3 97995 5 160 (R3m) 166 (R3̄m) 408 2 0.002 1.993 0.017 [114]
Pb2P3HO10 2494 1 (P1) 2 (P1̄) 62 1.2 0.494 0.047 0.15 [115]
Bi2CO5 94740 116 44 (Imm2) 71 (Immm) 1278 142 0.088 3.232 0.021 [116]
BiCl3 41179 31 (Pmn21) 63 (Cmcm) 1078 112 0.311 0.720 0.040 [117]
LiIO3 41199 4 33 (Pna21) 63 (Cmcm) 1712 44 0.144 0.615 0.109 [118]
AsTl3O4 407561 4(P21) 63 (Cmcm) 1880 7 0.083 0.174 0.044 [119]
CdRbN3O6 95537 39 146 (R3) 166 (R3̄m) 1739 2 0.025 0.115 0.059 [120]
Dy3GaO6 99495 1 36 (Cmc21) 63 (Cmcm) 1440 1 0.058 0.045 0.032 [105]
KCdN3O6 95538 56 146 (R3) 166 (R3̄m) 1676 1 0.025 0.080 0.070 [120]
CdTlN3O6 95539 46 146 (R3) 166 (R3̄m) 2227 1.1 0.025 0.088 0.079 [120]
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TABLE IV. Theoretical ferroelectric Rashba candidates. For each compound we present the ICSD code, energy above the convex hull
(Ech ) given by materials project (meV/fu), polar space group (PSG) of the ferroelectric structure, centrosymmetric space group (CS-SG) of
the transition state, difference in total energy between ferroelectric structure and transition state configuration (barrier) in meV, Rashba spin
splitting (RSS) in meV, momentum offset (kR ) in Å−1, Rashba parameters (αR) in eVÅ, and R factor for refinement of the experimental
structure, where T stands for theoretical structures. Compounds with Ech = 0 are on the convex hull.

Comp ICSD Ech NCS-P SG CSG Barrier RSS KR αR R Ref.

ZnI2O6 54086 0 4 (P21) 14 (P21/c) 632 111 0.091 2.448 [121]
IrSbS 74630 4 29 (Pca21) 69 (Fmmm) 6489 59 0.093 1.270 [122]
BeLiSb 616318 39 186 (P63mc) 194 (P63/mmc) 3 5 0.022 0.453 [123]
CRb4O4 245438 223 8 (Cm) 12 (C2/m) 4047 5 0.078 0.117 [124]
TlBrO3 76966 8 160 (R3m) 166 (R3̄m) 801 3 0.013 0.486
Tl3AsS3 611332 10 160 (R3m) 166 (R3̄m) 686 2 0.016 0.250
PbS 183250 170 28 (Pma2) 51 (Pmma) 207 41 0.034 2.372 T [125]
TiZnBi2O6 186801 63 99 (P4mm) 123 (P4/mmm) 247 17 0.030 1.243 T [126]
Bi2TiZnO6 162767 63 99 (P4mm) 123 (P4/mmm)) 247 11 0.022 1.022 T [127]
PbS 183255 56 186 (P63mc) 194 (P63/mmc) 14 10 0.013 1.511 T [125]
Ag2S 98454 0 4 (P21) 11 (P21/m) 14 1 0.042 0.066 T [128]

involves other effects, e.g., ferroelectric domains, impurities,
the electric response of the substrate, and attempted frequen-
cies. For all fabricated compounds, we provide the R factors
taken from previous works on the synthetization of these
compounds.

B. Illustration of band structure and Rashba effect along the
double-well ferroelectric surface

In order to illustrate the prototypical behavior of these
compounds, we show the double-well potential, band struc-
ture, Rashba spin splitting, and spin texture for the FERSC
BrF5 (Cmc21). Figure 4 shows the double-well electric po-
larized structures and band structures for different electric
polarizations of the FERSC BrF5.

1. Spontaneously polarized structure

The minimum-energy ground-state structure has Cmc21

symmetry (on the convex hull) with a unit cell formed by
12 atoms: two bromine and ten fluorine atoms. Each Br
atom (represented in gray in Fig. 4) has four F atoms as
nearest neighbors (represented in blue in Fig. 4) with an
interatomic distance of 1.82 Å. The second-nearest neighbor
of Br atoms is one F atom (represented in cyan in Fig. 4)
along the Br-Br bond. The atomic displacement with respect
to a centrosymmetric structure (the transition state) creates
microscopic atomic dipoles along the atomic bonds that add
up to nonzero. Specifically, in BrF5, the displacement of F
atoms along the vector connecting Br atoms leads to two
opposite polarization directions (denoted here as polariza-
tion up and polarization down), as represented in Fig. 4.
These two ground-state structures can be intertransformed by
atomic position deformations, i.e., the upward or downward
F-atom displacement. This creates the expected double-well
behavior characterizing displacive ferroelectric materials. As
presented in Fig. 4, for BrF5, the RSS increases as the electric

polarization increases, i.e., even for small atomic displace-
ments a small electric polarization is induced, which leads to a
nonzero RSS at the CBM (orange point in Fig. 4). The ground
states have two polarization directions, which have Rashba

FIG. 4. Double-well potential, electrical polarized geometries,
and CBM for the FERSC BrF5. The total internal energy of the
ground states is taken as reference. The structures with opposite
polarization directions (connected by atomic displacement) are rep-
resented in the dashed rectangle (unit cell). Br atoms are in gray
and the F atoms are shown in blue. The ferroelectric active atom (F
atom) is shown in cyan. For three selected points (blue, orange, and
green) with zero polarization, nonzero polarization, and equilibrium
polarization, the conduction band is show in the square with the same
color.
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FIG. 5. Energy spectrum at the kxy plane in the Brillouin zone of BrF5. The color scale stands for the energy of the conduction bands with
respect to the CBM. The energy minima along the �-Y symmetry line are indicated by the green points RY and R� . The band crossing (BC)
along this path is also indicated by the white point. The spin texture for the polarization up and down (PUp and PDown) is shown for the circular
and rectangular inset.

spin splitting at the CBM of ≈30 meV with a Rashba pa-
rameter of 0.5 eV/Å (green square in Fig. 4). We identify two
Rashba spin splittings along the �-Y symmetry line, which are
indicated in the band structure as R� and RY . Between these
RSSs, there is a band crossing (BC) indicated by the white
dot. As we will show, this BC has a helical spin texture.

2. Transition state

When this F atom is exactly equidistant from the two Br
atoms, the BrF5 space group is Cmcm (see Table II) and the
compound is centrosymmetric. This fact implies that the total
electric polarization is zero (blue point in the double well
represented in Fig. 4). The total energy of this transition state
configuration is about 80 meV/atom higher than the ground
states. As expected, since the electric polarization of the tran-
sition state (TS) is zero, its energy bands are spin degenerated,
which is illustrated by the CBM in Fig. 4.

C. Confirmation of the reversal of spin texture when the FE
polarization is flipped

Figure 5 shows the energy spectrum for the conduction
band at the kxy plane in the Brillouin zone of the FERSC
BrF5. The spin texture is shown for selected regions (indicated
in green). The minimum energy for the Rashba spin splitting
(R� and RY ) is indicated, as well as the band-crossing point.
As shown in the circular region around the � point, the spin

texture of the configuration with polarization “Up” has op-
posite direction to the one for the structure with polarization
“Down.” This confirms the reversal spin texture expected in
FERSCs.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We establish a standard inverse design approach for the
search of cofunctionalities, which is based on causal physical
models and not in numerical correlations as in machine learn-
ing approaches. This strategy is then applied to the special
case of stable compounds that are simultaneously ferroelectric
and bulk Rashba compounds. This inverse design approach is
based on the causal physical design principles for enabling
the Rashba effect, ferroelectricity, and cross-functionality. In
a peanut schema, we first define common DPs and unique DPs
for single functionalities. The compounds having the union
of these DPs are then predicted to possess cofunctionality,
when the specific cofunctionality does not require additional
unique conditions. This inverse design approach reveals 52
previously synthesized compounds that were not realized to
be FERSC having spin splitting at the band edges. In the list
of predicted compounds, 24 FERSCs are in the most stable
structure (on the convex hull). Some of the found compounds
have giant spin splitting, e.g., BrF5 (Cmc21), TlIO3 (R3m),
ZnI2O6 (P21), LaTaO4 (Cmc21), Tl3S3Sb (R3m), Sn2P2Se6

(Pc), and Bi2SiO5 (Cmc21) that have large Rashba spin split-
ting of 31, 57, 111, 40, 90, 67, and 76 meV, respectively.
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The successful prediction of stable FERSCs with optimizing
properties (e.g., Rashba bands at the band edges and small
ferroelectric barrier) validates the proposed strategy. We hope
that the theoretical prediction in this paper will be experimen-
tally verified, which can open the way for future spintronic
applications and the realization of devices based on the co-
functionality of ferroelectricity and Rashba effect.
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